2007 toyota tundra problems

You might be looking at a used Toyota Tundra to buy. You love the way it looks and drives. In
fact, there is one model year in particular, that CarComplaints. Welcome to the peak of
performance. Tundra LetsGoPlaces. A post shared by toyotausa toyotausa on Dec 13, at am
PST. Historically, Toyota is known for building reliable vehicles, and the Tundra is certainly no
exception. The Toyota Tundra is also phenomenal in terms of driver assistance and
infotainment features. Under the hood, consumers can always expect a comparable amount of
muscle, capability, and fuel economy, as well. Those who love Tundra also consider it one of
the most affordable in its class. There are a few exciting updates for the Tundra. New Tundra
owners will love the roomy back seat space all around. You can only fit so much horsepower
into one photo. A post shared by toyotausa toyotausa on Nov 19, at pm PST. We did a little
homework on our own to find out which model years are considered the worst for the Toyota
Tundra. It turns out experienced the most engine problems and complaints. Owners cited air
injection pump failures, secondary air pumps sticking, and knocking in the pistons. There were
other minor issues reported, as well. Toyota issued over Technical Service Bulletins for the
Tundra. Both and were problematic years, too, with similar engine concerns. Despite the high
numbers of complaints for these model years, there is actually another year that is considered
the worst for Tundra. When determining the worst year for an automaker, CarComplaints takes
into consideration a variety of issues. The number of complaints is a starting point. But, added
to that is the average cost of repairs along with the mileage benchmarks when concerns occur.
Based on these criteria, the worst year for Toyota Tundra is The most common issue reported is
a failure with the air induction pump. Most of the pump problems kick in around 74, miles.
Premature transmission failure was another big problem for Tundra in Over Technical Service
Bulletins were issued overall. Work sites and weekends will never be the same. A post shared
by toyotausa toyotausa on Nov 10, at pm PST. Based on the best reviews, the fewest number of
TSBs, and an overall number of reported complications, there are a few older model years you
may want to consider buying. So far, these years have presented the fewest concerns, meaning
buying should be a sound investment. You may have your eye on a used Toyota Tundra. Of
course, considering a new Tundra is an option, too. Just knowing which years to avoid can be
helpful in preventing significant repair costs down the road. What Toyota Tundra does right.
View this post on Instagram. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past,
providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts
provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more
about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota
Tundra owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I have slid through intersections where I know I
would not have with out anti-locks. With only 62K miles, the ABS Controller failed locking up all
four wheels almost causing an accident. Only reason given for the brake failure was age.
Reported to the NTSB. This is very unusual. We are very disappointed". It was raining at the
time. We laid over for the night and when we started up the truck the next morning the dash
warning lights had reset. I assume that a wheel sensor may be failing, however as of now the
problem has not returned". Vehicle had 14, miles on it. Toyota's are way over rated". It
increases stopping distance as mentioned in the owners manual". The cost of both were to me
very expensive but the truck was in superb condition and hence worth the repair. Rear brakes
required new calipers, brake pads, and rotors". Pucks stuck in front and rear requiring all
calipers and rotors to be replaced". All parts work together and failures can cause vibration and
pulsation". Seems to be a rust problem". Brakes kept locking up almost causing an accident.
Also caused all four brake rotors and pads to overheat requiring replacement. With only 66K
miles on the truck, this failure is inexcusable. It's not unusual for me to get over K miles, before
having to replace the pads. So it seemed a little premature to me. My last two vehicles went over
miles before needing replacement. May be partially my fault as the vehicle is parked outside,
letting the rotors rust, thus causing the brakes to wear quicker. Just needed to have front brake
pads replaced". Rotors could not be resurface because no eqt. I got all new parts". If you leave
it on you have to drive away before it chimbs which causes wear". It has been constant
squeaking they cannot fix saying "it is the pads" each and every time he has had them replaced.
Routine recommendation. Could be though, it is partially my fault. I park the vehicle outside and
drive it infrequently, so the rotors develop a slight rust. So when I first drive it, I'm in essence,
sanding the rotors down. Rotors warp easily". Could not find a cause at first. My regular
mechanic discovered that the airspace between the outer and inner rotors was clogged with dirt

and mud. We surmised that this has caused brake rotor overheating and warped rotors!! I drive
on rural roads, and one would think that Toyota would assume that the rotors would get
clogged if the rotors were not shielded in some way from mud and dirt. Maybe they should talk
to someone who actually uses these trucks in 4WD conditions!!! Installed new rotors. No further
problem". Each time over miles now it has been the same. A lot of pressure required to stop
often". Replaced all". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior
trim or moldings, rust. Toyota will not cover cost of paint defect. After a few months the paint
was gone and now is covered by a coat of rust. Truck needs repainting although it has been
faithfully washed, waxed and cared for. It is now starting to show up on the vehicle's doors.
This actually started about two plus years ago. Took to have repainted shops said it was
obvious primer failure and Toyota should have covered it. They didn't and wouldn't. Many
vehicles with same problem. Sorry paint. After 3 years no shine at all. Polished regularly but
could not keep shine. Never had a vehicle with such sorry paint. Will no buy another Toyota
because of this. I take care and keep my vehicles waxed but gave up with this sorry paint.
Seems to me when a vehicle costs as much as they do these days that the paint and clear coat
would wear a lot better.. The clear coat was peeling off right below the front and rear window.
Service manager stated truck was too old to repair at dealer expense". Multiple body shops
have confirmed the chips are not rock chips but look like poor paint jobs". Waxed twice a year
and used compound twice but never made much difference. Just has sorry dull pain on truck".
Already had the roof repainted. Toyota will not cover repainting hood or the roof. I repaired it
myself". I live in Iowa and it gets plenty cold here with lots of snow and salt applied to the
roads! Almost from new corrosion appeared on fasteners and bolts. And the service mgr. The
wheels were replaced in about year 3 or 4 Toyota "Good will" and then the bed about 4 years
ago. We then began discussing the potential for a frame recall which eventually came, and mine
required,last summer by Toyota as part of a gov't mandated recall. The problem I have and had
began about four years ago. Nothing in the survey allowed for that information. A large circular
spot appeared in the center of the roof of the vehicle. It later turned into a large rust spot, which
later spread all over the roof and a few smaller areas on other parts of the vehicle. The
dealership advised that there was nothing they could or would do about it. Toyota recall was
completed which was simply powerblasting the frame and applying undercoating on frame only,
leaving rust on frame body contact points. Frame replacement only occurs after the frame has a
complete perforation. There is no consideration given to the fact the frame is weakened by
having sheets of rust flaking off. Toyota replaced the entire bed at their expense. Everything
Toyota did in this matter was above and beyond my expectations. The rues was removed and
the sealed". Trying go get new one from Toyota for free as issue is bad materials I. Replaced by
Toyota. No charge". Had a recall and dealer fixed undercarriage for rust, but still see rust in gas
cap area, outside mirrors, tow bar, etc". Toyota acknowledges a manufacturing problem with
the bed and is replacing the entire be". It's affecting the bumpers, has not affected the body yet.
Will continue to undercoat, however it's a serious problem. May become a safety issue in the
future". Out of warranty by about 4, miles, but Toyota honored anyway". Online forums state
that this is a common issue". Replacing be". Thought was wheel bearings. At 75, was loud
enough to realize it was axle bearings in differential. The only remedy was to either remove a
fuse cannot remember which one or completely disconnect the battery for a few minutes then
reconnect. When we started the truck the next morning the lights were no longer illuminated
and the problem has not recurred. I assume this might signal the impending failure of one of the
wheel rotation sensors". It is getting worse as the truck gets older. Sometimes I have to rock it
back and forth to make it go in to 4WD and getting it out has a delay like it thinking about
whether it will do it. Getting it out is not a safety concern, but going into can be!! Bluetooth ,
voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. I believe
thet the camera is the issue". Mechanic said "common problem" with Tundras". Left CD stuck in
machine. Would not release it. Cannot load CD's. I have had this problem since I returned truck
to dealer but it was working. The problem was off and on for about six years. The pass year, it
seems to be all the time. The system is no longer under warranty. I have a friend that bought a
Tundra and he experienced the same problems. He returned truck to dealer and they replaced
the system. He returned his within the first year". Also now the Nav system says that it has no
map disc, but it does and it will not unload that disc. Now there is no nav system!!!! No longer
able to use CD player". Not used very often". Price was nearly three times original estimate and
no calls or awareness of new unit until the truck was picked up". Repairs were too costly".
Volume increase as I travel from New York and could not turn it down. I have to turn the volume
on both my device and the vehicle all the way up to be able to hear the sound. Cannot enter any
information while underway, including passenger in right seat. If I change route intentionally,
navigation system insists on taking me back to original planned route rather than recalculate a

new". We opted to do without the bluetooth functionality. Can hear but receiving party cannot
answer back". Unable to listen to both item because the volume is to LOUD and cannot be turn
down. Sometimes banging on the dash hard will fix it, sometimes not. Too expensive to have
repaired. In fact everything on Tundra too expensive to have repaired". The digital display
freezes up or goes blank, the volume control often stops working, the CD doesn't eject or load".
Noted defect in this model year. Caused truck to go in limp mode. It is a common problem in
cold climates according to Toyota. They fixed the problem in All kinds of lights light up on. The
dash and you are limited to around 25mph". Was not covered under the extended warranty due
to age of vehicle even though it was well under the mileage limit. Toyota dealer said the problem
was something to do with exhaust system. It cost me It took the mechanic hours to complete
the repair, i. Changed it out and a few days later the trouble light came on again. Toyota stated
that they found a sensor was bad and that if it was changed out it would solve the problem.
Cost me a sum of money and it still didn't correct the problem. Toyota then placed a new gas
tank in the vehicle and this solved the problem. Toyota didn't charge me for the gas tank. I
believe that it was a problem that Toyota was aware of and that was why I got a new gas tank
without being charged any more money. Customer loyalty representative at Toyota was
extremely professional and courteous. Under Toyota special extended warranty not purchased,
but issued by Toyota , dealer replaced 2 x AIP and 4 x air valves 1 AIP and 2 x valves for failure,
and 1 x AIP and 2 x valves as preventative measure. I only own 1 x Toyota Tundra". This is
ridiculous for a vehicle under miles, and sending unit should be able to be replaced without
replacing pump and dropping entire tank! Husband didn't know. Stranded in bad side of town. It
was mounted behind the right front bumper. It failed because of its location and exposure to
road chemicals. The mechanic said this is a common failure because of the location of the
sensor. It was repaired and works fine now". The truck automatically powered down as merging
on the freeway. The repair was covered by warranty. I had 97, miles on the truck and would have
had to pay for the repair after , miles". Subsequent check noted the "secondary air injection
system switching valve was stuck closed bank 2"". The fan doesn't blow hard enough to cool
the cabin when the heat is above 85 degrees farenheit. Killed the battery off". I replaced the
motor at miles with Toyota parts due to complete failure. It has began to fail again at ". The
dealer shop is a problem and I go to an independent shop for most of my service and repair
work. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid,
clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Had to shut off car, unhook battery,
step on brake for 30 seconds to release it". Also, when I slow to less than 5 mph to turn, you
have to be careful with the acceleration coming out of the turn as the transmission is a little
jumpy". Only time it happens". So, as fluid gets lower, transmission will slip. Transmission also
bangs when coming to a stop. I took it to a transmission shop for service to make sure it was
properly filled with good transmission fluid though they said it had "lifetime" fluid in it. Turns
out it was low on trans fluid, probably since new. Appeal to Toyota regional mgmt. It did not
affect the vehicle's performance but would have if it had continued to loose transmission fluid.
Repaired under warranty". One seal required the engine to be "pulled" in order to replace the
seal". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Engine heat
sensor failed too. Almost lost the whole engine. New radiator's connection clips rusted to
nothing in 2 years. Sold the vehicle". Replaced pump. Why is water pump so difficult to replace
because of location? Second time had to replace serpentine belt". Not replaced because leak
coagulates, but needs antifreeze more often". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control
module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights,
horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Was able to drive
home and replace it myself. No signs of it going bad. We may never know. I wasn't sure what
the issue was because starter problems on previous vehicles tended to give some idea they
were having problems. I had just been to my dealership for an oil change and thought maybe
they had somehow discharged the battery or something. My daughter has a friend that is a
Toyota mechanic. He looked at it and was able to order and replace the starter. Starter was
replaced. When I turned the ignition key, I would only hear a single click or nothing at all. The
battery checked out fine". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk,
doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. All other
door handles and locks work fine". Only works when pushing the actual button on inside of
vehicle. Dealer says it's fixed but clearly it doesn't work correctly". Made from cheap plastic. It
broke too". Needs to be replaced". Toyota fixed two or three times, now it's fine". One month.
YouTube video I watched fixed in ten minutes". Took 3 dealership garages until it was finally
fixed". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Expensive repair and truck
was in shop several days. They needed to replaced at minimum cost. The pipe had rusted at the
weld where the pipes were connected together. Only place there are leaks. Perhaps welding was

detrimental. To metals. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. It has struts rather
than ball joints". Much better than other brands last". Considered maintenance". Transmission
rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Torque converter is the issue and
trying to fix it now". Rebuilt at kms. Toyota transmission, which is working just fine. It only
happened once or twice in about 3 months. Then two weeks ago I was getting ready to enter the
highway and it wouldn't go past I kept stepping on the gas and it wouldn't accelerate. It slowly
began to pick up speed and finally reached 55 but then as I exited the highway. Once on the
access road, it began again and wouldn't go past Now it continues at all time. We had the torque
converter replaced but a week later it began again. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related
systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic
ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. While under the guarantee it
was ''bad light bulb. The R had burned out. Engine would not re-start. After approximately 10
minutes, engine restarted. All the warning lights in the dash board were on". Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Found that the
idler or tension pully was bad and was allowing the belt to wear out prematurely. Replaced pully
and put on another new belt and problem has been resolved for the time being. First
replacement belt lasted 2 years. Second replacement belt lasted 5 months. Current belt has
lasted 5 months with no obvious wear. Suspect rust on pulley causing excessive wear to belt
edge". That caused the belt to jump on crank pulley and split belt in half. This happened while
we were on vacation". It was eventually determined to have been caused by a bad sensor
associated with a signal that works in conjunction with a signal between the power steering
pump and air conditioning compressor. That resulted in a loss of 6 MPG. The dealer tells me
they cannot change the computer back to the previous settings and that I am going to have to
get used to the lesser MPG". Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo
or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Water pump was leaking. In this vehicle the timing
belt also powers the water pump". At I had to replace them again for the same problem". Sign
In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call
Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Tundra Change Vehicle. Introduced in ,
this generation of the Tundra was bulked up to take on Detroit's full-sized workhorses. Growing
dramatically in size, but losing much of the refinement of the previous model, the Tundra, once
considered the Camry of pickups -- fully-modern and easy to live with -- became one of the least
refined and most dated. Shortcomings abound. There are 12 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More.
Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. I
assume that a wheel sensor may be failing, however as of now the problem has not returned"
Duncan C. It increases stopping distance as mentioned in the owners manual" Doug P. All parts
work together and failures can cause vibration and pulsation" Gene G. Just needed to have
front brake pads replaced" John M. I got all new parts" William L. If you leave it on you have to
drive away before it chimbs which causes wear" Doug P. No further problem" Albert B. A lot of
pressure required to stop often" David C. Replaced all" William L. Loose exterior trim or
moldings "Side moldings and door gaskets coming off" Theodore W. I repaired it myself" Bruce
W. No charge" John B. Had a recall and dealer fixed undercarriage for rust, but still see rust in
gas cap area, outside mirrors, tow bar, etc" Anonymous, IL Toyota Tundra Limited 4. Toyota
acknowledges a manufacturing problem with the bed and is replacing the entire be" George R.
May become a safety issue in the future" Vincent F. Replacing be" John I. I assume this might
signal the impending failure of one of the wheel rotation sensors" Duncan C. I believe thet the
camera is the issue" Nick D. Mechanic said "common problem" with Tundras" John C. No
longer able to use CD player" Brian M. Not used very often" John M. Price was nearly three
times original estimate and no calls or awareness of new unit until the truck was picked up"
Anonymous, NY Toyota Tundra Limited 5. Repairs were too costly" Ira A. If I change route
intentionally, navigation system insists on taking me back to original planned route rather than
recalculate a new" Alan B. Can hear but receiving party cannot answer back" Alan B. In fact

everything on Tundra too expensive to have repaired" Larry G. The digital display freezes up or
goes blank, the volume control often stops working, the CD doesn't eject or load" Natalie R.
Emission control devices includes EGR "Started when truck was 11 years old. It was repaired
and works fine now" Philip V. I had 97, miles on the truck and would have had to pay for the
repair after , miles" Anonymous, WA Toyota Tundra Limited 5. Subsequent check noted the
"secondary air injection system switching valve was stuck closed bank 2"" Anonymous, FL
Toyota Tundra SR5 5. It has began to fail again at " Duane P. Gear selector or linkage
"Warrantees problem with 4 wheel drive engagement" Thomas G. Had to shut off car, unhook
battery, step on brake for 30 seconds to release it" Anonymous, NM Toyota Tundra Limited 5.
Also, when I slow to less than 5 mph to turn, you have to be careful with the acceleration
coming out of the turn as the transmission is a little jumpy" Anonymous, MD Toyota Tundra
Limited 5. Repaired under warranty" William L. One seal required the engine to be "pulled" in
order to replace the seal" Mike C. Antifreeze leaks "Water pump leaks. Second time had to
replace serpentine belt" Henry H. Alternator "Alternator wasn't putting off enough power. The
battery checked out fine" Douglas T. Dealer says it's fixed but clearly it doesn't work correctly"
Carrie B. It broke too" Liam S. Air or water leaks "Air pump and water pump went bad at approx.
Needs to be replaced" Edward P. Toyota fixed two or three times, now it's fine" Anastasia L.
Took 3 dealership garages until it was finally fixed" Theodore W. Considered maintenance"
Anonymous, Toyota Tundra Limited 5. Exterior lights other than headlights "Water leakage to
the rear light units constantly caused problems. All the warning lights in the dash board were
on" Vincent F. Accessory belts or pulleys "Serpentine belt was replaced at and within 3 months
wore out and had to be replaced again. Suspect rust on pulley causing excessive wear to belt
edge" Donald E. Timing belt or chain "Timing belt was three slots off. In this vehicle the timing
belt also powers the water pump" James O. At I had to replace them again for the same
problem" Duane P. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford F GMC Sierra
Toyota Tundra. This score shows whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than
the average model of that year, calculated from the total number of problems reported by
subscribers in all 17 trouble spots. If damaged, the copper strand heating element may short
circuit, increasing the risk of a fire. Read Recall Details. The electrical wiring in the seat heaters
may be damaged when the seat cushion is compressed. What should you do:. SET will notify
owners, and dealers will disconnect the seat heaters, free of charge, and refund the purchase
price of the seat heater accessory. The recall began on July 14, Owners may contact SET
customer service at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Damage to the seat
heater wiring could cause the wires to short, increasing the risk of the seat burning and causing
personal injury to the occupant. The affected vehicles may experience compression of the seat
cushion which may damage the seat heater wiring. SET will notify owners, and dealers will
disconnect the heaters with copper strand heating elements and refund the purchase price of
the seat heater accessory, free of charge. The recall is expected to began in January If the
switch overheats, it may melt, possibly resulting in a fire. The power window master switch
assemblies in some of these vehicles were built using a less precise process for lubricating the
internal components of the switch assemblies. Irregularities in this lubrication process may
cause the power window master switch assemblies to malfunction and overheat. Toyota will
notify its owners, and dealers will inspect the switch and apply a special grease that inhibits
heat build up or replace any switch damaged by the defect, free of charge. Toyota owners that
experience a problem with a switch should not attempt to make repairs, but should contact their
Toyota dealer or the Toyota Customer Experience Center at General Motors will contact the
Pontiac Vibe owners affected by this recall and GM dealers will inspect and repair switches as
necessary. Those owners may contact Pontiac Customer Care at Show More. Check Vehicle for
Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. It is comfortable and easy to drive, like that it
has lots of cup holders, but it is large and hard to park and uses too much gas. My tundra has
miles on it the eng. My truck is Toyota Tundra, CrewMax, 4x4, 5. I have , miles and it has not
failed me since. I have used for towing a Jetski, a boat, motorcycle trailer, and gone camping. Is
our daily driver and our baby of the house. We a BMW li and we barely used. We live in Florida
near salt water and has the body intact. I've owned my Tundra for more than 12 years now and I
love it just as much as I did when I bought it. It has been incredibly reliable throughout the
years. I have done little more than general maintenance to keep it on the road. The fuel
efficiency has declined over the years but it still runs great. I've been rough on the truck, used it
for work, landscaping, off road etc. And it has never let me down. I have k miles on the truck
and I hope to double that number. I have the crew cab model and it has proven to be quite
roomy and comfortable. It has ample storage under the rear seat. Plenty of legroom in the front
and back. The seats are quite comfortable and the drivers sweet is equipped with lumbar

controls. The center console is well thought out and has a great deal of storage including a
place to store files. The ride is smooth and road noise is minimal. At horsepower you have all
the power you should ever need. I would highly recommend buying a Tundra to anyone looking
for a tough, reliable, full sized pickup truck. Love the space of vehicle and the smooth drive.
Wish the air condition vents were bigger in the back but overall very satisfied. The comfort level
is high and it's easy for a family of 4 to travel in. The service of Toyota was great and the deal
was awesome. The leather seats are smooth and the options to adjust are perfect. Bad on gas
but it a huge truck so it was expected. I have owned many vehicles in my life, but the Toyota
tundra is hands down my favorite. The body style literally changed the industry, all the other
manufacturers are attempting to copy this vehicle in their newer models. The interior is also top
notch compared to other similar vehicles. I have not had a single mechanical issue in 10 years,
and I plan on driving this vehicle for the next Awesome truck, always fun to drive. I did have a
few problems early on though, and I had bought it used with eighty one thousand miles on it
already, the most miles I had ever signed my name to. But most everything I've had to get
repaired ended up being covered or at least partially by Toyota's warranty, so it wouldn't have
worked out better. The only thing mine is lacking is four wheel drive, I guess I'll get it next time.
If this one ever dies, which seems unlikely at this point, id run out and try to buy another one,
without a doubt. The truck is the most comfortable vehicle I've ever had, and has some truly
superior interior to boot. I got the five point seven liter v eight, and this thing goes. Picks up
fast, climbs hills completely undaunted. Has the best handling I've ever experienced in a pickup
truck. We have really not had any issues. We've stayed on top of maintenance. The car has been
very reliable. However, it is not gas efficient. We probably get 19 miles per gallon. The quality of
the paint is terrible. My older car looks better. The paint on the truck is peeling. Toyota tundras
are just great full sized trucks. Toyota's are reliable vehicles to being with, but tundras are just
amazing! The performance of the vehicles are great. Drivability is flawless! If you're looking for
a truck, the Toyota Tundra is recommended. Great vehicle, comfortable to ride in and another
great feature is the rear window opens and closes. Great for when you need a bit more room for
hauling items. Gas mileage is ok but it's a truck. Has 3 charging ports so there is plenty of
space for everyone's devices to charge. We love this truck. I love my Toyota Tundra, it's very
reliable. I have never had any problems, except the occasional low tires or a bulb burns out. I
think Toyota cars in general are amazing cars and last a lifetime! I love my car, one because the
seats are pretty big, and the material isn't cheap. It's a very spacious car, and I love how many
compartments it has, and how many cup holders! It's a good vehicle. I don't have any problems
with the truck. It does drink a lot of gas. Only color available. Could use some more bells n
whistles. Overall it's a good vehicle. Good for hauling things. Also has plenty of power for sure
Has plenty of room for a comfortable ride. Again it's a good truck. I would recommend it to
anyone. My Toyota Tundra is very reliable it is a base model 2 door not a 4x4 don't really need it
for daily commute. As a base model it only has hand roll up windows there is no carpeting
which saves on cleaning. It does have an automatic but also a mode to shift yourself which
helps when going down hills and saving your brakes. I really enjoy my Toyota Tundra. It has
been extremely reliable, very comfortable, and gives a Smooth ride. I have owned the truck for 9
years and outside of breaks, tires and routine maintenance, have only had one issue with
rodents eating at the wiring. I feel Toyota should have designed the Tundra so this can't
happen. My only other complaint is gas mileage. I have averaged This alone may stop me from
buying another Tundra. Best truck I've owned. Have had a problem or two with it, but nothing
that couldn't get fixed. It is pretty costly to fix even the most minor things. Overall a good
vehicle. I like that I have never had any major problems with the vehicle. It gets good gas
mileage. I've had some good cars in my 45 years of buying and helping buy cars, but this truck
so far has been incredibly reliable and very versatile. I can throw my little 4' x 8' boat in the back
to take it anywhere; I can put fishing poles back there with no problem; and I can throw limbs
and yard waste in it to haul to the dump easily. I needed something big to sit in since I'm 6'-6"
tall and lbs. I came from getting around 20 mpg around town, and this 5. Hope it lasts until I
retire. Extremely reliable! No problems but it is a gas guzzler. Very low maintenance. Truck is 11
years old and runs like it is brand new. Best truck I have ever purchased! I have one had to get
routine maintenance done in my 5 years with the vehicle other than I had to get my water pump
replaced. Otherwise, been a great vehicle. I love the extra room and the can easily haul 5 or 6
people. The engine is very strong and I can easily tow more than I will ever need to. Most cities
have Toyota dealerships, so I advise to go ahead and get services done there just to be on the
safe side. It has 4-wheel drive. It has a full cab so that 4 can ride very comfortably, and we can
fit 5 if need be. It has a cap on the back but it's starting to leak in the rain. The gas mileage is
decent, and it has tons of random storage parts. One down side is traveling, without a cover
over the truck of the bed it makes traveling long distances, and hauling tons of groceries when

all 5 of us are in the truck. The truck runs great, and the seats are all comfy, and you can
customize the driver's seat in many ways. Overall an amazing truck! I love the style, body of the
truck. I feel safe driving my kids around especially in the winter months. Space and storage is
great, back seat tilts back for comfort. I wish the seats were heated and cooled but I have to
remember it's a Big downfall is it's not great on gas. Change Year. Owner Reviews See below.
Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Owner Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Comfort Reviews. Fuel
Economy Reviews. Performance Reviews. Interior Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability
Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Renee
M wrote on February 8, Tommy wrote on July 26, Stempet Flores wrote on June 24, Glenn W
wrote on January 25, Jackie G wrote on December 3, Samuel L wrote on November 23, Kevin K
wrote on November 23, Yvonne P wrote on September 19, David S wrote on September 19, Jo G
wrote on September 19, Nicole B wrote on September 19, Julie W wrote on September 19, Justin
W wrote on September 19, Craig N wrote on September 19, Stephanie H wrote on September 15,
Joel R wrote on August 23, Colin H wrote on August 21, Barry Brown wrote on July 29, Jaime C
wrote on July 22, Zack H wrote on July 15, Janet M wrote on June 29, Cherity L wrote on
November 22, Melissa B wrote on November 22, Continue to Overview. It was a nice car but
even after all my research I was not happy with it mostly because of road noise. Would not have
normally purchased a vehicle with that many miles and age, however I was very impressed with
the reviews and have a couple of co-workers that have older Tundra's that they love and said
were extremely reliable. I can't tell you how happy I am with this Truck!! It handles and rides like
a truck, yet it is quiet and feels solid when driving. There are some significant blind spots,
which requires full head turning when changing lanes and because of the age there is of course
no back-up camera. Turning radius is pretty impressive for the size of the truck. Personally
can't really speak to reliability since we just bought it, however the Carfax report revealed 1
owner always dealer serviced with only typical maintenance performed except for muffler
replacement. At this point I can't imagine not keeping for a long time as I love driving it that
much. I would definitely recommend checking out the Tundra if you are in the market for a full
size truck! I currently have , miles on it and the only fix was the water pump which Toyota
covered on warrantee at 96K miles. I have replaced the brake pads twice and rotors once. All
other people I know that own ford, chevy or dodge have replaced wheel bearings, tierod ends,
and brakes every 25k miles. This truck is the real deal no matter what anyone says. Having
owned fords, chevys and everything in between, and using them professionally I can tell you
that I haven't made up my mind on this truck. You can't beat the power of the 5. Why Toyota
decided to go with cartridge filter and have to pull the skid plate, and use special tools and 5w20
synthetic, who knows??? Tires only lasted miles. Bad pavement and you get the roller coaster
effect. I've already had the torque converter replaced under warranty. Makes a roaring sound
when starting it after not running for four days and I still haven't figure that one out. All the
black pieces on the exterior of the truck are beginning to suffer uv damage. Having worked at a
Toyota dealer over the years I
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have noticed that the 4. The truck accepts engine mods with considerable yields in
horsepower. The single cab version is about as bis as anyone could wish for with room to spare
behind the seats. Fun car. I have a toyota tundra double cab it has , miles on it and still going
strong. I love this truck I farm for a living to and I had a Ford before my dad has a Ford and
uncles have ford's and chevys. But I won't buy any other truck now. The tundra is the best truck
out there I think. I get It's the best truck out there I'll be buying another tundra in the future and I
will never buy another ford again ford's are junk and don't hold up like the toyotas do. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Tundra. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. I
Love this Truck! School's still out Items per page:. Write a review See all Tundras for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the Tundra. Sign Up.

